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A 1. INTRODUCTION 4

1. Introduction

.this thesis proposal Ie outline3,a program, HYPO, to model reasoning with cases and
hypotheticals. The progran comprises a means of representing and indexing cases in a Case

._ Knowledge Base (t'CKBW), a computational definition of relevance in terms of "dimensions"which
capture the utility of a case for making a particular kind of argument, a dimension-based method for
comparing cases, and methods for selecting the best case for use in an argument, for distinguishing

. other cases, for making and responding to points in an argument, for asking pertinent questions and
for generating hypotheticals based on seed cases in order to help an arguer formulate an argument,
gather relevant facts, and explain his argument.

HYPO's domain is legal argument where, as illustrated below with examples of oral arguments
* before the Supreme Court, experts use cases and hypotheticals as primary tools for making argu-

ments. A real case is a case that has been litigated and decided; a hypo has not (even though
V it may be a very slight variation of one that has or may have been aengineeredwto present some

interesting issue not yet faced in a real case.).

After describing the advantages of Case-Based Reasoning ("CBR") over solely rule-based tech-
niques, the proposal introduces the components of HYPO and works through examples of the tasks
performed by the various modules of the program:

* CASE-ANALYSIS for finding relevant cases;

* ARGUMENT for generating and responding to legal points about a fact situation;

o FACT-GATHERING to ask sensible questions about additional facts;

o BEST CASE SELECTION for picking the best case in favor of a party's position;

* EXPLANATION to give reasons using examples for argument exclanges and factual
queries; and

* HYPO-GENERATOR to make hypohetical fact situations tailored to the needs of argu-
ment making and explanation.

'he paper presents a discussion of how the research should be evaluated, compares how other Al
researchers have modeled legal reasoning and describes the relation of recent work in argumentation,
case-based reasoning, dynamic memory organization, explanation, learning and analogical reasoning

to the proposed thesis research.

1. IYPO is embedded in a largor progrtm called (fOINSEL()R which empha.'izes natural language understanding,
generati¢,n and discoirse, in the ',,. ain ,,f strategic re .4- rcc all,,:tdi,,n.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -



2. EXAMPLES OF HOW EXPERTS REASON WITH CASES AND HYPOTHETICALS 5

2. Examples of How Experts Reason with Cases and Hypotheticals

Experts reason with cases and hypotheticals in many fields such as mathematics, medicine, and
business management, but particularly in law and especially in legal argument.

The uses that attorneys make of cases and hypotheticals as tools in argument are illustrated

in the oral arguments before the United States Supreme Court. To the chagrin of counsel before
the bar of the Supreme Court, the Justices frequently interrupt an attorney's presentation to pose

hypotheticals. For example, in Lynch v. Donnelly, a case involving the constitutionality of the
Christmas creche display of the City of Pawtucket, Rhode Island, Justices posed the following

hypotheticals:

To the attorney for the City:

Q: Do you think ... that a city could display a nativity scene alone without other

displays such as Santa Claus and Christmas trees...?

Q: [C]ould the city display a cross for the celebration of Easter, under your view?

To the attorney opposing the display:

Q: [S]upposing the creche were just one ornament or, the Christmas tree and you could

hardly see it unless you looked very closely, would that, be illegal?

Q: What if they had three wisemen and a star in one exhibit, say? Would that be P
enough? ... What if you had an exhibit that had not the creche itself, but just three
camels out in the desert and a star up in the sky?

Q: Well, the city could riot display religious paintings or artifacts in its museum under

your theory.

Q: There is nothing self-explanatory about a creche to somebody ... who has never been

exposed to the Christian religion.

Q: Would the display up on the frieze in this courtroom of the Ten Commandments be

unconstitutional then, in your view?

Q: Several years ago ... there was a ceremnony held on the Mall, which is federal property

of course. ... ITIhere were 200,)0() or 300,0(J0 people ... and( the ceremony was presided

over by Pope John Paul II. Would you sa that was a step toward an establishment of
religion violative of the religion clauses? ... Then y'ou think it would be all right to put

a creche over on the Niall? ... llow do you distinguish a high mass from a creche? ...

ITIhere was a considerable involvemncnt, of government in that ceremony, hundreds of

extra policemen on duty, streets (losed for traffic control plurposes, and all that sort of

thing. That was a considerable governmental Involvement, was it not? [SUP Lynch v.

Donnelly, Case No. 82-1256, Fiche No. 5, pages 9,11,32,37 15[.

F..

° U



A: 2. EXAMPLES OF HOW EXPERTS REASON WITH CASES AND HYPOTHETICALS 6

In the above questions, one can see the Justices modifying the fact situation along various
dimensions: changing the location, focus, size, and symbolic religious content of the display, the

'1 "" nature of the viewer, and the degree of government involvement. Sometimes the purpose of the
modifications is to compare the fact situation to actual cases previously decided by the court to
test whether the current situation presents stronger or weaker facts. 2 Or the actual "case", like

,.. -the Mall example, may be significant because it did not give rise to litigation.

Frequently, the Justices use the hypothetical to apply pressure to the rule proposed by an
% attorney for deciding the case. That can be seen in the Mall example above and in the following

'. , -~ example from New Jersey v. T.L.,. a case involving the constitutionality of a high school vice

principal's search of a female student's handbag for cigarettes after a teacher reported that she had
been smoking in the girls room. A Justice asked:

Q: Do you think then that a niale teacher could conduct a pat-down search of a young
* Iwoman at age sixteen to find the cigarettes?

S"-In response, the attorney for the stat( took the position that the Fourth Amendment of the
United States Constitution. which has been interpreted as prohibitting unreasonable searches by
law enforcement authorities, does not apply to high school administrators. The Justice rejoined:

Q: And does that mean that their authority then to make searches, if the Fourth Amend-
nient is completely inapplicable, extends to any kind of search, strip search or otherwise?
SUiP New Jersey v. TL.., 1984 Tlerin, Fiche No. 5. pages 13 221.

L Similarly, in Sony Corp. v. Universal City Studios a Justice posed the following series of
hypotheticals to back an attorney into a corner. The attorney's position was that if Sony sold

* video recorders knowing that consumers would use them to copy copyrighted materials then Sony
* .would be le-gally responsihle to the owners of the copyrights. A Just ice asked,

Q: Suppose ... that abouit ten percent of all programming could be copied without any
- interference by the producer or whoevor owned the program....

A: I don't think that wodd unake any difference. I think ten percent is too small of an
' anlount.

Q: Well, what about cU?

See .. , .Sone v. Graham, I T.S , (I I): I',,si ,,is 4 Ten ( 'uumu:cnd ents in sch,,Ils held I cm nsti-
%tlitknld (,u/fil/an r. (itqy of 'htla,h'lphi,, ,17 '. 21 024 ('A3, I! 81)): ('ity-fiuna ,,I IIatf,,rn and (r,, used ,y P pf

. ."J .Thn m:,ul TT t, cplh,'rate ilmbli" tnia; s hi H i, ttjti,, cil; Af,'t)rrry r. Sto,. 75 F.Supp. 1112 (STINY 1483):

N -t un ,nsititti.,nal f',r villaiy 11rt t rfise p ul t. priv:ite v.,,i) t., cre t ci-', in piblic pmrk.

ala

o •
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2. EXAMPLES OF HOW EXPERTS REASON WITH CASES AND HYPOTHETICALS 7

The attorney for the Studios asserted that even if there were only one television program that
was copyrighted, if Sony knew the program would be copied, it would be legally responsible. Finally,

the Justice asked:

Q: Under your test, supposing somebody tells the Xerox people that there are people
who are making illegal copies with their machine and they know it ... But your view
of the law is that as long as Xerox knows that there's some illegal copying going on,
Xerox is a contributory infringer?

A: To be consistent, Your Honor, I'd have to say yes.

Q: A rather extreme position. ISUP Sony Corp. v. Universal City Studios, Case No.
81-1687, Fiche No. 2, pages 21- 251.

In the lasv two examples, although the altered fact situations posed by the Justice are still
covered by the proposed rule, it is progressively harder for the attorney to justify applying the rule
to the hypotheticals because the latter present progressively weaker facts. The Justice "stacks"
the hypothetical with more extreme facts that weigh against the party in the hypothetical who
corresponds to the attorneys client. The attorney is forced to distinguish the hypothetical, to come
up with some alternative explanation for why the hypothetical and the current fact situation need
not be decided the same way. This is especially true if the hypotheticals are closely based on real
cases that the Court has decided, or for which there are strong reasons to decide, contrary to the
way it, would be decided if the proposed rule were followed.

To) summarize, the aboe examples show how cases and hypotheticals are used as rhetorical

t (101s in argument:

o To present, support and attack p(sitions in an argument (e.g., by testing consequences of
a tntative conclusion, pressing an assertion to its limits and exploring the meaning of a
CI rCept

9 To) relate a fact sIt nat,(,ii to signiilic; it (ases from past, experience.

* 1', fa(t or a ,mniplex sitiat im ri to (. )I por('it parts (e.g., by exaggerating strengths, weak-
nesses (or by hyp)Itheti(ally ellininalit g featuhres.)

•t ['' 'ontrol t he coure an argitieint (e.g., h focising at tention of participants in a discussion
on particular issues.)

3.t

-Oo-

.. . . . . . * . .* *



3. ADVANTAGES OF CASE-BASED REASONING 8

~3. Advantages of Case-Based Reasoning

A robust ability to reason with cases and hypotheticals is a powerful computational tool offering

some important advantages over solely rule-based approaches:

When the rules run out or conflict... In some domains, although there are rules,

the predicates of the rules are not sufficiently well defined to decide if the rule applies
to a fact situation. This is particularly a problem if the domain does not have a strong
underlying causal theory. In domains where there are more than one expert, there is lack
of agreement about the rules. Some rules are inconsistent. If there are cases from which

' "" the rules have been inferred or in which experts have applied the rules, those cases may
* "be used to analyze problem situations despite the lack of definitions for predicates or

consensus about rules. One argues directly from the cases by emphasizing the relevant
similarities and differences between the analyzed cases and the problem situation.

When the rules rationalize rather than analyze... In many domains where ar-
gument and persuasion are important, the expertise is not in using the rules to solve a
problem. Rather, having solved a problem by whatever means, the task is to make it

- .look as though the answer was deductively inferrable from the rules. In such domains,
although experts' rules may not be capable of leading to the solution in the first place,
case-based techniques may.

Explaining with Examples: Examples have persuasive power. Even if an expert
explains his analysis of a problem by working through a trace of the rule-based inferencesrthat can be applied to deduce the answer, the explanation can be improved by providing

.. an example of a relevant real case susceptible to a similar analysis. Another strength of
Case-Based Reasoning is that it provides a way of explaining why not to take a course
of action by illustrating the negative consequences with an example.

A kind of behavior we expect from human experts. Not only do we expect
experts to explain with examples we expect them to pose hypotheticals (i.e., worst cases,

. . borderline cases, ideal cases, extreme cases.) Facility in manipulating hypotheticals is
a measure of our confidence in an expert's understanding and a tool for planning and
anticipating problems.

-1

Learning from experience. Cases are a repository of experience. Rules are one
means of accessing that, experience but, not the only or the best means. Accessing
cases based on similarity and relevance is also viable. In addition, cases are extensional

definitions of rules and more fully represent the experience of the expert.

% % %



4. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 9

4. Statement of Problem

The general problem of this research is to develop a program that can reason with cases and
hypotheticals. One needs a task domain in which cases can be used to achieve a purpose, a com-
putational definition of relevance in terms of a case's utility for performing the task, the ability to
represent cases and to index and retrieve them according to relevance, a general method for com-
paring cases' utility and explaining why alternatives are less useful, a general method of generating

;" meaningful hypothetical cases and a control structure that can apply the cases and hypotheticals
to perform the task.

The legal domain is a good one for experimenting with meeting these requirements. The cases in
a sufficiently narrow legal domain are stereotypical enough to be represented and indexed effectively.
Legal cases serve a central function in the task of legal argument. Legal argument has some game-
like features which make it possible to compare cases symbolically in t<-rms of their utility in making
or responding to an argument. The cases can be organized in terms of their utility in a manner that ,both facilitates their retrieval and the generation of hypotheticals. The discourse and game-like

features of legal argument suggest the nature of the control structures to use.

The specific problem of this research, then, is to develop a program that can reason with cases
and hypotheticals in the legal domain. Given a fact situation, for example, how can the program
find relevant cases, select the stronger cases to make legal points about the fact situation and
respond to those points by distinguishing the cited cases or by generating realistic hypotheticals to
attack the points? How can the program explain those points and responses in a manner acceptable
to attorneys? How can the program demonstrate its understanding of the fact situation by posing
"What if..." hypotheticals based on the fact situation and by asking intelligent questions about
additional facts that may be significant?

5. Modelling Legal Argument

5.1 Cases, Claims, Holdings Some Definitions

In order to model legal argunient, varims kinds of dornail knowledge need to be represented.
Legal cases are disputes between parties tried by a court whose decisions are reported in published

opinions. The opinion sets fo>rth the facts of the case, il(' claim1s made by one party against the
ot her, and the court's holding. The fac.s of the case are st aiemnts abouit events associated with the
dispute that were proved at Irial or wrhic(h the court. assiliedl t(i be true. A claim is a recognized
kind of complaint for which -onlrt s will grant, relief. Exaiiples of ( iains are breach of contract.
negligence, trade secrets niisappropriat ion, or copyright infrin genenit The ereWent s of a claim are
generalized statenents of wh it facts nilst he proven in order to pirevai oil the claim. For example,

t here are -ai( to be three eleniiint s as ;a condi ion of i he existence of a t rmde secret.: "novelty, secrec
an( value in the trade or bilsinless of the putat ive trade secret owner" ( ilburne &' ,lohnston, 1982,

',

. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .



5. MODELLING LEGAL ARGUMENT 10

p. 215]. The holding is the decision of the court as to the legal effect on each claim of the facts of
the case, either in favor of the plaintiff or the defendant.

5.2 A Simplified Legal Argument

A point in a legal argument can be as simple as an attorney's citing a prior decided case in
favor of his position. The cited case usually involves some collection of facts that are similar in a
relevant sense to those involving his client and has been decided in favor of a party whose position
is comparable to that of the client.

In citing the case, the attorney, in effect, argues that the case stands for a rule, the rule of
'. the case, and that if that rule is followed, the current fact situation should be decided in the same

way as the cited case. The rule of the case can be thought of as a generalized holding. The rule
states that if certain facts are true in a subsequent fact situation as they were in the cited case,
then the court should decide a particular claim in favor of the plaint iff (or defendant) just as it did
in the cited case.

5.3 Responding to a Case Cited in an Argument

There are at least six ways to respond to a case cited in an argument. To introduce them consider
a simplified example of a point and response. Assume that an attorney representing the defendant
cites a prior case that has been decided in favor of the defendant on a claim for misappropriation
of trade secrets. Suppose that, the only facts shared by the current fact situation and the cited case
were that the plaintiffs in each were corporations. Since there are no other shared facts, citing the
prior case in favor of the defendant's defense against the trade secrets claim in the current fact
situation is, I effect, citing it for the rule that if the plaintiff is a corporation, then plaintiff should
lose.

Plaintiff's attorney can respond to this specious legal argument in the following ways:

I(. Cite a competing authority. The simplest and perhaps the best response is to come up
with a counter-example, a real case where a corporate plaintiff won a claim for trade secrets

misappropriation.

2. Distinguish the cited case by ofrering an altornativo oxllamiation of the cited case. The

attorney points out some ot her facts that, were true of t.he cited case but not of the current fact
sittiation, that strongly favored the defendant al( that provide an alternative explanation of
why the plaintiff lost, ill the cited ('ase, circuinventing and negating the conclusion that all

corporate plaintiff's lose.

:3, I)istinguish the cited case by showing exceptional circumstances in the current fact situ-
K. at ion. This is similar t( the previous method hut the focus is (o finding facts in the current

% -

al l ~- . . I , " i -'
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6. THE HYPO PROGRAM 1 S

fact situation that are not present in the cited case and that so strongly favor the plaintiff
that, even if corporate plaintiff's usually lose, this corporate plaintiff should win.

4. Cite a hypothetical counter-example. The attorney generates a counter-example, a hypo-
thetical case where the facts so strongly favor the corporate plaintiff that the plaintiff should
win.

5. Cite a statutory provision. The attorney cites a provision of an applicable statute or con-
stitution from which it can be inferred that this plaintiff should win.

6. Make a policy argument. The attorney explains, for example, that in our legal system, the
fact that a party is a corporation does not usually count as a reason why it should not win
a lawsuit, that such a rule would unfairly discriminate against corporations whose status is
protected under various statutes and the Constitution, etc.

7. Attack the cited case's pedigree. The attorney argues that the court need not follow the
cited case because, for example, the case was not decided by a court in the chain of command
of appellate courts of the jurisdiction. m

As shown in Section 6.3, even if the cited case and the subsequent fact situation shared more

". facts that were relevant to the merits of plaintiff's trade secrets claim, the same modes of response
would be employed.

6. The HYPO Program

HYPO is a program to model reasoning with cases and hypotheticals ("hypos"). The program

comprises a means of representing and indexing cases in a Case Knowledge Base, a computational
definition of relevance in terms of "dimensions" which capture the utility of a case for making
a particular kind of argument, a dimension-based method for comparing cases, and methods for
generating legally meaningful hypotheticals based on seed cases.

For the thesis, the program will be extended to enable it to reason well enough to perform

the first four kinds of responses described above (i.e., citing a competing authority, distinguishing
via alternative explanations or exceptions, citing a hypothetical counter-example), 3 to generate
point/response exchanges, to ask pertinent questions about the fact, situation, to select the best

"The fifth kind of response, cit inU rules froin stat ites, regiilamt, or coistitlti,_,ms from which a lawyer claims the

court can infer how it should decid,, an issue, is, of c.,urse, inlp(rt ant. The rules, however, rarely are s,) well-defined
that they can be applied to a ctrrent pr,,blen without further analysis involving referring back to prior cases where
the rules have been applied in c, uorete fact situatiens. For this analysis, the first four kinds of responses become
crucial.

The sixth kind of response, m;king a policy argument, involves abstract reasoning about facts and legal concepts %'

and is more difficult. It remains to Ihe seen what. insights about this niode of response can be gained by implementing

7a-.i

o'' .".p., : o , ..,_': , '' ' -: r " ' ''., ..2 -', "- '- " -'- "- ", -- - . . .. -. , ., • .• . . . . . . ,. . . ,,.
. , ~ . .' ¢ ¢ , :,. :. , . '' : ,,, ,,' ' ' , % i :'' . : ' .,< ,, .;...,,



6. THE HYPO PROGRAM 12

Telex Corp. v. IBM Corp., 510 F.2d 894 (5th Cir., 1975).
Held for plaintiff IBM on trade secrets misappropriation claim where Telex gained access to
IBM's confidential product development information by hiring an IBM employee, paying him
a large bonus to develop a competing product. The employee used development notes he

brought from IBM. Telex saved time and expense developing the competing product.

Midland-Ross Corp. v. Sunbeam Equipment Corp., :116 F.Supp. 171 (W.I). Pa., 1970).
Held for defendant Sunbeam on trade secrets misappropriation claim where Midland-Ross
disclosed it's technical product development info to 100 persons.

Data General Corp. v. Digital Computer Controls, Inc., 357 A.2d 105 (Del. Ch. 1975).
Held for plaintiff Data General on trade secrets misappropriation claim where Data General
disclosed its technical product development info to 6000 persons, all of whom were subject to
nondisclosure agreements.

Automated Systems, Inc. v. Service Bureau ('orp., 401 F 2d 619 (l)th Cir., 1968),
Held for defendant SBC on trade secrets misappropriation claim where Automated-Systems'
confidential info was about customer's business operations.

Table 1: Sample Cases fron ('ase Knowledge Base.

case to cite in support of a party's position and to explain its questions and points using case
examples and hypos.

In HYPO, cases are represented by a hierarchical cluster of frames (flavor instances) with slots
for relevant features (plaintiff, defendant, claim, facts, etc.) [Ashley & Rissland, 1985; Rissland,

"4 Valcarce & Ashley, 19841. Some features are in turn expanded and represented as frames (e.g.,
plaintiff). In dealing with a new fact situation, ltYII O begins withi a representation of the facts
pre-processed into its frame representation.

HYPO's current CKB contains a dozen or so of the leading cases for trade secret law. A trade
secret case frequently involves two corporations, a plaintiff and defendant, who produce competing
products. The plaintiff usually alleges that the defendant gained an unfair competitive advantage
in developing and marketing its producl by IinalpproJpriating trade secret information developed
by the plaintiff. See Table I for a sampling of trade secrets cases. A detailed example of HYPO's

representation of a hypothetical case can he found in F1issland, Valcarce & Ashley, 1984.

the first four. The seventh mn de, ;0:tt:kii . c p - hL .re. is I.-.. 'inmin dependent, and not sufficintly interesting,

to, undertake at this tine.

%.
'

---- ' " *"." '',:" " "' """" , ,.,_ --. , - z 2 L::' '.. : :, "i" "., 
"
" " "" " " " " " "" "" " " " """ " "" '" '" "" " "' '" " " .. ." " . . ..



6. THE HYPO PROGRAM 13

6.1 HYPO's Modules

The program has the following modules:

1. CASE-ANALYSIS: to analyze a fact situation to determine what cases are relevant to the
situation, to retrieve relevant cases and organize them according to how they help or hurt the
parties in the fact situation;

2. ARGUMENT: to make a legal point in connection with a fact situation and respond to it;

3. FACT-GATHERING: to guide questioning a user about the salient features of a fact
situation for the purpose of providing a legal analysis;

4. BEST CASE SELECTION: to select the best case that supports a party's position.

5. EXPLANATION: to explain a query, point or response using examples;

6. HYPO-GENERATOR: to make hypothetical fact situations according to specifications
provided by the ARGUMENT, FACT-GATIIERING or EXPLANATION modules.

The modules are described in more detail in Sections 6.2 through 6.7 The program's flow of
control is discussed in Section 6.8 p
6.2 The CASE-ANALYSIS Module

Besides the CKB and the understanding of the legal domain that this case representation implic-
itly contains, the other major source of domain-specific legal knowledge is in HYPO's dimensions.
Dimensions capture the notion of legal relevance of a chster of facts to the merits of a claim: that
is, for a particular kind of case, what collections of facts represent strengths and weaknesses in a
party's position. The short ans-wer is that facts are relevant to a claim if there is a court that decided
*such a claim in a real case and expressly noted the presence or absence of such facts in its opin-
ion. Examples of dimensions in IIYPO's area of trade secret law are: Secrets-voluntarily-disclosed,
Disclosurc-subject-to-restriction, ('omptitive-advantagc-gained, Vertical-knowledge. These dimen-
sions are summarized in Table 2. There are about thirt) dimensions in all. The dimensions were
gleaned from law journal articles describing the state of the (case) law in this area [Gilburne &
Johnston, 1982J.

",4 . - " ° - " , " - ° " " - " , " , " - " - ° " . ° - " - % ' "' - % ' ,
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As the samples indicate, each dimension has several facets:

1. Prerequisites

2. Focal-slots

3. Ranges

4. Direction-to-strengthen-plaintiff

5. Significance

6. Cases-indexed

For instance, the prerequisites of the Secrets-voluntarily-disclosed dimension, Table 2, are that
Ltwo corporations, plaintiff and defendant, compete with respect to a product, plaintiff has confi-

dential product information to which defendant has gained access and plaintiff has made some dis-
closures of the information to outsiders. The prerequisites are stated in terms of factual predicates,
which indicate the presence or absence of a legal fact or attribute (e.g., existence of a product, ex-
istence of a non-disclosure agreement). The focal slot of this dimension is the number of disclosees
and its range is a non-negative integer. To strengthen the plaintiff's position in a fact situation to
which this dimension applies, decrease the number of disclosees; the best case being that with 0
disclosees. The significance of the dimension is that courts have found that the prerequisite facts
are a reason for deciding a trade secrets misappropriation claim. This dimension indexes at least
two cases in the CKB: Midland-Ross in which the court held for the defendant where the plaintiff
disclosed the secret to 100 persons, 4 and Data-General in which the court held for plaintiff where

p plaintiff disclosed to 6000 persons.

Dimensions facilitate looking at the same basic facts from different perspectives. For example,
the fact that a corporation with a trade secret entered into a nondisclosure agreement with its

former employee who subsequently worked for a competing corporation can be viewed from the
perspectives of a trade secrets misappropriation claim or a contracts claim. The former focusses
on the fact that by virtue of entering the nondisclsure agreement, the employee is more likely to
know that information he learned on the job was confidential. The latter focusses on the whether
the agreement is enforceable and whether by working for the competitor the employee breached
the agreement. Different dimensions and the cases from which they are derived capture both

..viewpoints.

As shown in Figure 1, the CASE-ANALYSIS module takes a fact situation, determines which
dimensions apply and which are near-misses and retrieves the cases in the CKB that are relevant to

4Midland-Ross Corp. v. Sunbeam Equipment Corp., 316 F.Siipp. 171 (W.D. Pa., 1970), Table I
5Data General Corp. v. Digital Computer Contr,,Is, Inc., 3,7 A.2d los (Del. (Ch. 1975), Table 1

S.. .. . .-.... . . . . . . . . ,...... . . . . ... .
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Secrets-voluntarily-disclosed:
Significance: Plaintiff's (P's) position stronger the fewer persons to whom secrets disclosed.
Prerequisites: P and Defendant (D) compete; D had access to P's product information;
some disclosures.
Focal slot: Number of disclosees.
To Strengthen P: Decrease number of disclosees.
Range: 0 to N.
Cases indexed: Midland-Ross, Data-General

Disclosures-subject-to-restriction:

Significance: P's position stronger the fewer disclosees not subject to nondisclosure agree-

ments.
Prerequisites: Competition; access to info; some disclosures and nondisclosure agreements. W

Focal slot: Number of disclosees subject to restriction.
To Strengthen P: Increase percentage of disclosees subject to restriction. ,..
Range: 0- 100 %.
Cases indexed: Data-General

Competitive-advantage-gained: I
Significance: P's position stronger the greater competitive advantage gained by D.
Prerequisites: Competition; access to info; D saved some expense.
Focal slot: Development expense saved.
To Strengthen P: Increase expense saved by D.
Range: 0- 100%.
Cases indexed: Telex v. IBM

Vertical-knowledge:
Significance: P's position stronger if information technical, not vertical.
Prerequisites: P and D compete; D had access to P's product information; info about
something.
Focal slot: What information is about.
To Strengthen P: Make information about technical development of product.
Range: {technical, vertical}
Cases indexed: Automated Systems, et. al.

Table 2: Sanil)l Diinensions.

%

U

U

I, %" .- .. "." .- .- ... ' 
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the fact situation. The output of the CASE-ANALYSIS module is the Case-analysis-reeord which
contains:

1. applicable factual predicates;

2. applicable dimensions;

3. near-miss dimensions;

4. applicable claims;

* 5. relevant cases in the CKB;

6. points-and-responses.

As a first approximation, the cases indexed by the applicable dimensions are relevant to the factLsituation. Near-miss dimensions are those for which the particular prerequisite associated with

the focal-slot is the only prerequisite left to be satisfied by the fact situation. In secrets-voluntarily-
disclosed, for example, the prerequisite associated with the focal-slot, number of disclosees, is
whether the plaintiff made some disciosures.

6.3 The ARGUMENT Module

Having analyzed a fact situation and prepared a case-analysis-record, HYPO can generate
*, fragments from a legal argument about the case. Alternatively taking the side of plaintiff and

defendant, the program generates a 3-ply exchange consisting of a point, response, and counter-
response. The program uses cases and made-up hypotheticals based on cases to generate the moves
in the argument exchange.

". An ARGUMENT module, depicted in Figures 2 and 3, generates the points and responses. To
a. - make a point, let us say for the plaintiff, the program must:

"- "T1. select the best case froim the retrieved cases favorable to the plaintiff; and

2. abstract a rule from that case that applies to the current. fact situation and leads to the
conclusion that the plaintiff should win.

To make a response, the program must do as many of the following as possible:

1. Cite a competing authority (i.e., a real counter-example);

2. Distinguish by providing an alternative explanation of a cited case;

,• 2 ,.%,

-,4
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S.. ~~Fact _________

L__ ituation J
Case

Analysis
Record

DimensionalFatl
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oApplicable
Dimensions:

* Near-miss
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Case Retrieva * Relevant
I Cases:

e Points -
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Figure 1: HYPO's CASE-ANALYSIS Module.
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p.,

Select Generate
Best Case Response

(for Plaintiff) (for Defendant)
Case
Analysis
Record

e Factual

Predicates:

* Applicable Generate
Dimensions: Rule of Case

e Near-miss
Dimensions:

* Relevant
Cases:... '

e Points- -Plaintiff's Point =-1
Responses: Case + Rule

* Applicable
Claims:

Explanation

Figure 2: HYPO's ARGUMENT Module: Generating a Point (e.g., for Plaintiff.)

3. Distinguish by finding an exception to the rult of the cited case that exempts the current fact

situation;

4 Attack a rule by citing hypothetical col tit er-ex amples

The process of generating p lints and rvep oie5 is illustrated in the following examples of ar-
% giment tasks: Responding with a ('rnpptnq ,,luthor ty and by I)stinguishing. 6.3.1, illustrating

response methods I through 3, and R# spendtnq witb a Ilypoth, bcal (ounter-example, 6,3.2, illus-

trating response nethod 4

.2%
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Widget-King, plaintiff v. Cupcake, defendant

Version 1:
5, Plaintiff Widget-King and Defendant Cupcake are corporations that make competing prod-

- ucts. Widget-King had confidential information regarding its product. Cupcake gained access
to Widget-King's confidential information and saved some time and expense developing its
competing product. Widget-King had disclosed its information to 5 persons.

Version 2:

Plaintiff Widget-King and Defendant Cupcake are corporations that make competing prod-
ucts. Widget-King had confidential information regarding its product. Cupcake gained ac-
cess to Widget-King's confidential information. The information is about customer's business

,' methods.
-L

Table 3: Sample Fact Situations.

6.3.1 Responding with a Competing Authority and by Distinguishing

3 iThe first example argument task involves Version 1 of the Sample Fact Situation presented
in Table 3, Widget-King, plaintiff v. Cupcake, defendant. Cupcake has gained a competitive

- :advantage by accessing confidential information about a Widget-King product. Widget-King has
-. disclosed the information to five persons. The initial case-analysis-record for Version 1 of Widget-

King v. Cupcake is:
S
"" applicable dimensions:

secrets-voluntarily-dis "losed
. C. competitive-advantage-gained

near-miss dimensions:
disclosures-subject-to-restriction

.7 vertical-knowledge
relevant CKB cases:
Midland-Ross, Data-General

Given the current fact situation, the cases in the CKII shown in Fable 1, and the task of arguing
for the plaintiff, the program comes ulp with something like the following point/response exchange.

Widget-King's point is: Since the plaintiff in the lata-General case won with 6000 disclosees,
"Widget-King should win with only 5. Cupcake's response is to point out that the plaintiff in

* the Data-General case won because all disclosees were subject to nondisclosure agreements (i.e.,

%,

% .. -. .%
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restricting them from spreading the secrets further) while none of Widget-King's disclosees were
similarly restricted. Cupcake's response goes on to point out that in the Midland-Ross case, the
defendant won where there were some disclosees, so Cupcake should win. Widget-King's counter-
response is to point out that in Midland-Ross, 100 people had been disclosed the information, while
Widget-King only disclosed to 5.

Briefly, the argument exchange example is generated in the following manner:

For Widget-King's point, the program determines that the prerequisites of the secrets-voluntarily-
disclosed dimension, Table 2, are satisfied by the current fact situation and retrieves the Data-
General case as a relevant, favorable case (i.e., the case is indexed by an applicable dimension and
held for the plaintiff.) The program abstracts a rule from the Data-General case which applies to
the current fact situation:

If plaintiff and defendant corporations make competing products, defendant had access
to plaintiff's confidential product information and the information was disclosed to 6000 "

or fewer persons,

then hold for the plaintiff on a trade secrets claim.

The left hand side of the rule comes from the prerequisites and focal slot of the secrets-
voluntarily-disclosed dimension, the dimension that lead to the relevant case; the "or fewer" comes
from the range and to-strengthen-plaintiff slots of the secrets-voluntarily-disclosed dimension. The
right hand side comes from the decision of the retrieved case (i.e., who won it and the kind of claim
involved.)

In responding for Cupcake, the program notes that Data-General is strong on the disclosures-
subject-to-restriction dimension, Table 2 It makes a new rule for Data-General based on this second
dimension which is similar to the plaintiff's rule but includes the added condition: "and all disclosees
subject to nondisclosure agreements." This modified rule provides an alternative explanation of the
decision in the Data.General case but does not apply to the current fact situation. The program
also retrieves a competing aut hority, the Midland-Ross case, a pro-defendant case indexed by the
secrets-voluntarily-disclosed dimension, and uses it to fashion a rule to the effect that if there are
disclosures, defendant wins. Note that the Midland-Ross case is a counter-example to the plaintiff's
rule; it is a case involving fewer than 6000 disclosees where the defendant won.

For a counter-response, the program notes from the range and to-strengthen-for-plaintiff slots
of the secres-voluntarily-disclosed (inension that fewer disclosees are better for plaintiff, so it
distinguishes Midland-Ross by noting that 5 is much less than 100.

In summary, this example has illustrated making a point by abstracting the rule of the case
and making responses by citing a competing authority (Midland-Ross), showing an alternative
explanation (of Data-General). and showing an exception (to Midlan d- Ross).

. --
--
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6.3.2 Responding with a Hypothetical Counte'-example

The next example argument task involves Version 2 of the Sample Fact Situation presented in
Table 3. The initial case-analysis-record for Version 2 is:

applicable dimensions:
vertical-knowledge

near-miss dimensions:

secrets-voluntarily-disclosed
competitive-advantage-gained

relevant CKB cases:
Midland-Ross, Data-General

Version 2 is like the first fact situation except that there are no disclosures and the confidential
information that Widget-King wants to protect is about customer's business information, that is,
the knowledge is "vertical" knowledge. As an example of vertical knowledge, suppose a software
company developed an inventory control program for an automobile parts dealer and sent its
employee to spend a few months with the dealer to learn the dealer's methods for controlling andf accounting for its inventory. That information would be called vertical knowledge by reference to
the "vertical" relationship between a supplier and its customer. 'The court in Automated-Systems
t decided that vertical information is not subject to trade secrets protection and held for the
defendant.

(;iven the current fact situation, the cases in Table I and the task of arguing for the defendant,
the program comes up with something like the following point/response exchange. Cupcake's point
is: since the defendant in Automated-Systems won where the information was vertical knowledge,
('pcake should win. Widget-King's response is: Suppose in the 7"lerr case, 7 that the information
were vertical knowledge. If the role of A ut)mnatd-.Systcms were followed, plaintiff IBM would lose
even though the inforrmation gave it a siibstantial competitive advantage and defendant bribed
plaintiff's ernplolyee to gain the inforinat ion.

Briefly, the argurlnent exchange exaniiple is generated in the following manner:

For (iipwake's point, the pr &gr;tii determines that the prereqnsisiIes of the vertical-knowledge di-
% 1itenitn, . Table 2, art satisfi(d lN \Vrcrs i2 anid retrieves the Avitomalcd-Systems case which held
• .t for the defendant. The prograrin ahstr;t(t s a rule from Autornated-Systenis which applies to the

6A ,4(,r ,0t t,.i ~ m o hri." , Pr,' r',Ir, lz (', , .lf~l F'2{ Id II t ( i . It, ) fa l
TrA ' ,,rpz . , I ! '. 'r'.. 1".2 , >i' , ,'r , v Ili P21' pI 2, 1'1v., )751, 't l, I
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current fact situation:

If plaintiff and defendant corporations make competing products, defendant had access
-"S to plaintiff's confidential product information and the information was about customer's

business methods,

then hold for the defendant on a trade secrets claim.

In deciding how to re-pond on behalf of Widget-King, the program finds that it cannot distin-
guish the Automated-Systems case from the current fact situation along the vertical-knowledge di-
mension; there are no significant differences as one can see from Tables 2 and I This failure causes
the program to look at fact situations that are farther afield from the current fact situation, The
program tries the competitive-advantage-gained dimension of which most but not all of the prereq-
uisites are satisfied (i.e., a near-miss dimension) and retrieves the Telex case.

Even though Telex held for the plaintiff, the program should not cite the case as a competing -"

authority because, in generating the defendant's counter-response, the program could so easily
distinguish Telex. That is, the program would point out that, whatever the rule in Telex, an
exception should be made for Version 2 which involved vertical knowledge. The program would
also point out the missing prerequisite, that Telex was so decided because the defendant had gained a

.- substantial competitive advantage from the information and that there is no information in Version
2 that Cupcake gained a comparable advantage.

The program still has a use for the Telex case in this context, however. The program can attack
the rule of Automated-Systems by posing a hypothetical where following the rule would lead to the
wrong result. The hypothetical is based on the Telex case except that the information is about
customer's business methods rather than technical information about the product. If the rule of
Automated-Systems were followed, plaintiff would lose despite the close similarity of the case to 3
Telex where the plaintiff won. The ARGUMENT module calls upon the HYPO-GENERATOR to
construct this hypothetical. See Section 6.7.

The hypothetical based on Telcx is a counter-example to the defendant's rule. Such a hypothet-
ical is more effective the more it is "stacked" in favor of the plaintiff.' The more counter-examples
there are, the more powerful plaintiff's attack on defendant's proposed rule.

6.3.3 Conflict Exainples

In each of the argument, tasks in Sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2, the ARGUMENT module identified
cases in which two dimensions conflict: the Data-Gencral case and the hypothetical based on the

"11v crntrait, a real cas, ciqutei-example is n,,re pwerful t-, the extent thait it is not distinguishable bv the
dlefenp lLnt fr ,in the riled case. A ti hyl 'theticad fact 9i0n:ti-i t hat is s pjim ,,spd t, 1,e :a (-cinter-exaniple to the rule f
a cited case ht t that is idlentiial t,, Hip (1itH lase W ,hld 1,,t he vrvY c,,uvilicing.

%,.
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Telex case. These are called conflict examples. In each conflict example, the facts of the case
make it. strong for the plaintiff on one dimension and weak on another. Which ever way the court
decided the case, for the plaintiff or the (lefendant, the case constitutes a weighting of the relative
importance of the two reasons represented by the dimensions. Such a case is useful in resolving
a dispute when the same conflicts arise in a subsequent fact situation. HYPO indexes conflict-
examples as they are discovered or generated in the course of the AR(;UMENT module's functions
so that they can be accessed again l)iscovcring conflict examples in the course of argument is
important because, as a practical nat ier, it is not always possible to build into the program a
priori the knowledge that to particular (ti nesiois conflict.

6.4 The FACT-GATHER.IN(; Modulo

Basically, what ItYPO does Is to start with a given fact situation and ask questions about

% possible facts that would make precedent cases apply in favor of or against various claims of the
plaintiff. Since the space of possible facts known to the system is large, it needs to be searched
heuristically so that the system asks only those questions which directly pertain to making an
argument about the claim.

In effect, |IYPO locates the fact situation in the CKB and incrementally moves out from it in
various directions toward cases that would be useful for arguing in favor of a party. Dimensions
provide the guidance for directing this search.

,The process, depicted in Figure 4, takes place ii the following steps:

. t.. 1. Analyze the fact situation to identify the near-miss dimensions.

2. S;elect the near-misses that are most pertinent to the argument goal.

' - 3. Ask questions to see if the near-miss dimension applies and to determine where the fact
-'. 'it.uation lies on the dimensiol.

t' The first step is performed by the CASE-ANALYSIS module and results in the case-analysis-
- record described in the last, section.

The second step is performed by the FAC'I'-GATHERING module. In essence, the near-miss

-" dimensions are ordered according to their utility in satisfying the current argument goal of the

* user /system interaction. There are two possible goals:

1. To "build a case" in favor of a plaintiff's claim, by turning up facts upon which a strong

pro-plaintiff precedent, case involving the claimn can be cited;
d ,

2' To advise the user of weaknesses, rea. or potential, by finding facts that the defendant coutd

Ilse to cite a strong pro-defendant case or to d istiugo isli a pro-plaintiff case. II other words,

to play Devil's Ad voca .e.i"

ft tttf ~ tt f .t .f

",f... t • . . . . . . .. . . . . . , . . . . . . . . , ,
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As illustrated below in an extended example, each goal guides the FACT-GATHERING module
in selecting near-miss dimensions to ask about. If the program needs to build a case in favor of a
claim of the plaintiff, then it screens dimensions that index pro-plaintiff cases involving that claim.
If it is playing Devil's Advocate, it (a) screens dimensions that index pro-defendant cases or (b)
screens dimensions that lead to facts that distinguish the plaintiff's cases.

The third step is performed in part by the FACT-GATHERING module. The module initiates
a question about the missing prerequisite of the selected near-miss dimension. 9 If the dimension
is found to apply, the module inquires about the dimension's focal slot value in the fact situation.
The program compares the focal slot value in the fact situation with that of a real case indexed
by the dimension. The relative values of the focal slots determine whether the fact situation is
stronger or weaker than the real case along that dimension and whether the case can be cited on
behalf of a party's claim in the fact situation.

In order to illustrate this process, we will use Version 3 of Widget-King v. Cupcake, whose facts
are as follows:

Plaintiff Widget-King and defendant Cupcake are corporations that make compet-
ing products. Widget-King has confidential information concerning its own product.
Cupcake gained access to Widget-King's confidential information. 10

The parts of the initial case-analysis-record for Widget-King v. Cupcake that are relevant for
the following discussion are:

applicable dimensions: nil
near-miss dimensions:

competitive-advantage-gained

secrets-voluntarily- disclosed
vertical-knowledge

relevant CKB cases: nil ..

The FACT-GATHEPIN(G module ises the goal arid the kinds of cases indexed by the near-miss .
dimensions to select among then. Of the three near-miss dimensions, competitive-advantage-gained -

indexes only a pro-plaintiff case (i.e., a case that, the plaintiff won), vertical-knowledge indexes only

OAs part of the COUNSELOR prject, the HIYPO program has been designed t- mtivate the system to generate

natural language questions and explanations by example and t,, understand the user's answers but it des not itself
express or understand natural language outputs or irl|,itS.

"'Another aspect of fact gathering is guiding the user through the process of providing an initial description of the
fact situation. In the COUNSELOR project, we are experimenting with using scripts about stereotypical legal disputes
involving trade secrets and about attorneys' representing clients to guide the initial questioning and understanding.
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a pro-defendant case and secrets-voluntarily-dislosed indexes both a pro-defendant and pro-plaintiff
,.. case. Although the number of cases in this example is very small, as the number of cases in the

CKB increases, some dimensions will continue to index only cases that favor the plaintiff or the
A, -defendant, but not both. Others will index cases of both types.

If the goal is to build a favorable argument for plaintiff Widget-King, the program will select
competittte-advantage-gained as the first dimension to ask about. This is the first choice because
the dimension indexes only pro-plaintiff cases. The CKB contains no case in which the advantage

" 'conferred on the plaintiff by virtue of the defendant's having saved development expense was so
' ~ overshadowed by facts favoring the defendant that the defendant won. If the goal were to build an

argument for defendant, secrets-volutarily-disclosed would be the near-miss dimension of choice.
If competitive-advantage-gained is selected, the program first asks about the missing prereq-

uisite, whether defendant Cupcake saved any time or expense developing its competing product.
-. . ., If so, the program asks how much time or expense had been saved. If the relative amount of the

44 'savings is comparable to or greater than that in Telez, that case can be cited in favor of plaintiff
Widget-King.

4'* -*The secrets-voluntarily-disclosed dimension is the program's second choice in trying to build
-- an argument for the plaintiff. The program needs to find out if Widget-King disclosed its secrets

to anyone and whether there were 6000 or fewer disclosures. If so, the Data-General case, with its
pro-plaintiff holding despite 6000 disclosees can be cited in favor of Widget-King. The dimensionb is the second choice because it also indexes a pro-defendant case, Midland-Ross. In other words,
participation in this dimension does not necessarily help the plaintiff. The same dimension might

"-: have been selected by the program acting on a goal to build an argument for the defendant. In
that event, the program needs to determine if there are 100 or more disclosures. Then Midland-

-," Ross could be cited on behalf of defendant Cupcake.

Assume that in response to its questions, the program is told that Widget-King made 110
" - disclosures. The new fact has a number of effects. The CASE-ANALYSIS module updates the case-

- analysis-record to reflect that secrets-voluntarily-disclosed is now an applicable dimension. Data-
(eneral and Midland-Ross are added as relevant cases. The former can be cit-d in favor of the
plaintiff; the latter can be cited in favor of the defendant. Significantly, with the addition of

- disclosures to the fact situation, the disclosures-subject-to-restriction dimension becomes a near-
,'. Miss,

Switching to Devil's Advocate riode, the program tries to poke holes in the plaintiff's argument
by distinguishing the Data-Gencral case. That is, it tries to find some fact that makes the Data-

S(;enf rat case stronger for tie plaintiff than the fact situation. There is such a fact. In Data-
(;rneral all (of the disclosees were subject to the restriction that they would not tell the secret to
anyone else The dimension disclosures-subjcct-to-rstriction captures this information and indexes
the )ata. ; neral case. If \Vidget-King's discl(secs are not similarlI restricted, !)ata-(;neral does
not rea;lly help Wilget- King's argurnent it is distinguishable'

.-2
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Figure 4: HYPO's FACT-GATHERING Module.

The need to distinguish Data-General prompts the FACT-GATHERING module to ask the user
whether any of Widget-King's disclosures were subject to restriction and how many. Remember
that the disclosures-subject-to-restriction dimension has just become a near-miss dimension and
also applies to Data-General, the case the program is trying to distinguish. On that basis, the
program asks about the dimension's missing prerequisite, whether any of Widget-King's disclosures
are subject to restriction and if so how many. If the Widget-King case turns out to be weaker
along disclosures-subject-to-restriction, or if that dimension does not. apply at all because none of
Widget-King's disclosures are subject to restriction, then iYPO has found a way to distinguish

Data-General.

7'
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-' 6.5 The BEST CASE SELECTION Module

Given a fact situation, real or hypothetical, HYPO must choose the case that is best for a
particular party. The goal is to let the program make the strongest point it can (i.e., select a case
so as to maximize the weakness of the response.) The choices arise because all of the facts may
not have been specified, more than one dimension may wholly or partially apply to the current fact
situation and each dimension may index a number of cases.

J* The best case for, let us say, a defendant on a trade secrets misappropriation claim is one that
holds for the defendant on such a claim, shares the greatest number of common dimensions with

the current fact situation, is not distinguishable by the plaintiff, and the rule of which as applied to
the current fact situation is not assailable. The worst case is one that holds for the plaintiff, shares
the greatest number of common dimensions with the current fact situation, is not distinguishable
by the defendant, and the rule of which as applied to the current fact situation is not assailable.
In between the extremes of best and worst case are relevant cases, pro(con) the defendant that

L plaintiff(defendant) can distinguish or for which the rules as applied to the current fact situation
are assailable. As stated in the discussion of the ARGUMENT module, a case is distinguishable by
the plaintiff if for a response, plaintiff either could show that there is an alternative explanation for
why the case held for the defendant that does not apply to the current fact situation or that there
is an exception that applies in favor of the plaintiff in the current fact situation but not in the case.j]i The rule of the case is assailable if counter-examples, real or hypothetical can be provided."

-* The selection process is similar to using a minimax procedure to search a game tree. The
program must look ahead to determine the opponent's responses to each of its possible moves.
Even without looking many ply ahead, the process will be computationally expensive, so it is
necessary to focus the program's efforts on candidate moves that are most likely to succeed.

Selecting the best case is a three step process:

1. Analyzing the fact situation to generate the candidates.

2. Screening for candidate best cases: The program uses heuristics to screen cases that are the
most likely candidates for best case.

3. Comparing responses to candidates: The program generates and compares responses to each
of the candidates, selecting the candidate to which it can make the weakest response as the
basis of the strongest point the program can rnake.

"A real counter-exanple is a third case t, which the rule of the cited case applieR but which holds in favor of
the plaintiff. For ex.ample, the pr-gran's counter-response in the first example would have been much stronger if in

%0 distinguishing Midland-Ro"s on hchalf of Widget-King as involving far more disclosees the program also had come
up with a colmpeting authority th:Lt held in fav,,r of plaintiff where there wero 5 disclosees and no nondisclosure
agreements.
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Step one is performed by the CASE-ANALYSIS module and results in a case-analysis-record in
which the candidates are the pro-party relevant cases.

In Steps two and three, responses are ranked according to the extent they involve [in descend-
ing order of importancel: citing a competing authority, distinguishing by finding an alternative
explanation, distinguishing by finding an exception, 12 and citing a hypothetical counter-example.
Steps two and three differ in that the former relies on heuristics for estimating whether a case is
distinguishable or whether there are counter-examples to a rule of a case. The second step actually
generates the responses and compares.

For the step two screening process, the program "locates" the candidates, in the CKB and
uses heuristics to estimate whether their neighbors can be used to fashion responses to them. As
a heuristic for determining whether the case is distinguishable HYPO checks on what dimensions .S
apply to the case and current fact situation. An alternative explanation is likely if the case strongly
favors the defendant on a dimension that applies only to the case or more strongly favors the defen-
dant on the common dimensions. An exception is likely if the situation strongly favors the plaintiff
on a dimension that only applies to it and not to the case. As a heuristic for determining whether
there are counter-examples, the program knows that real case counter-examples are indexed under
one or more of the dimensions that make the cited case relevant. Counter-examples are recognized
because their holdings are contrary to the cited case eventhough they lie in a more favorable part
of the dimension's range. The program also knows that hypothetical counter-examples can be
fashioned from pro-plaintiff cases that are strong along near-miss dimensions that partially apply Ie

to the cited case.

Having selected the candidate cases, the second step involves actually generating and comparing
responses to each. This step is necessary to make finer comparisons of the candidate cases than the
heuristics allow and to catch any cases with pitfalls (i.e., cases that support the party's position on
one ground but have facts that detract from it on another.)

An example of a hard comparison of responses is presented in the first argument exchange
example. In deciding how to make the plaintiff's point, the program actually has to decide between
two pro-plaintiff relevant cases, the Data- General case and the Telexcase. 1 3 The program's response
to citing the Data-General case on behalf of the plaintiff combined a real counter-example, the
Midland-Ross case, and an alternative explanation of Data-General. In responding to the Telexcase
on behalf of defendant, HYPO offers an alternative explanation of Telex (i.e, that it involved
employee payments and use of development notes), asserts that there should be an exception to
the rule of Telex because Version 1 involved disclosures, and poses a hypothetical counter-example
consisting of the facts of the Telex case but where there were numerous voluntary disclosures of

"The former is preferred because i. response that distinguishes by finding an alternative explanation rejects the
rule of the cited case; the response that distinguishes by finding an exception accepts the rule of the cited case as
applied to the fact situation.

13 Telex is relevant because the cmpeththve-advantage-gasned dimension also applies to fact situation 1.

i=Si
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0
confidential information. Although the choice is close, the response to the Telex case is ranked
as weaker because the counter-example was a hypothetical rather than a real case. In selecting
plaintiff's best case, the program leads off with the Telex case.

IL 6.6 The EXPLANAT'ON Module

In HYPO, the EXPLANATION module explains:

"" 1 a request for additional facts of the FACT-GATItERING module;

2. a point and response exchange generated by the ARGUMENT module; and

3. what claim a party aould make and the strongest points for and against the claim.

HYPO explains a factual query to the user by posing a case example, real or hypothetical, that
illustrates the reasor, ,or the request. The examples are derived from the cases indexed by the
near-miss dimension that motivates the question.

In the fact-gathering example of Section 6.4, if the user demands to know why the program
asked whether Widget-King had made any disclosures, the program responds, for example, that it
is trying to build an argument for the defendant, that in the Midland-Ross case, where plaintiff had
disclosed the trade secrets to 100 people, defendant won. In giving the explanation, the program
summarizes only the parts of the example case that are relevant to illustrating the significance of

the solicited fact by referring to the prerequisites and focal slots of the near-miss dimension that
motivated the question.

Since explanations of factual queries are made with examples, th- query need not be expressed
as a question. Instead of asking whether the trade secret information was disclosed to anyone and
then waiting for the user to ask why, the COUNSELOR system could pose a hypothetical: "What

S' if Widget-King disclosed the confidential information to 100 people? In the Midland-Ross case, the

court held for the defendant where.... " In so posing the query, the system takes the initiative, retains
* control over the question-asking process and asks a more meaningful, pointed question initially. The

EXPLANATION module calls upon the tlYPO-GENERATOR to build this hypothetical variant
" of Version 3. See Section 6.7.

In explaining a point/response exchange, the program has to

- 1. compare the current fact situation and a cited case to focus on the relevant similarities when
the case is us'] to make a point or on the significant diflerefces when the case is being
distinguished.

2. describe how a real couinter-example is covered by the rule of a cited case but reached the

opposite result;

'4
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3. describe the relevant features of a hypothetical counter-example to which the rule of a cited
case applies and emphasize the facts that should lead to an opposite result.

The selection of what facts are relevant is made by referring to the prerequisites and focal slots
of dimensions that have been used in the ARGUMENT module to generate the point or response.

The program can illustrate the significance of certain facts for the strength of a point by hy-

pothetically changing them. For example, the program can create a hypothetical based on a fact
situation but where a focal slot value has been shifted to weaken the point or a dimensional prereq-
uisite has been removed. See Section 6.7. By generating a new response to the point, the program
can illustrate the effect the changed fact has on the opponent's ability to respond to the point.

* ." To explain what claim a party should make and the strongest points pro and con, the program

chooses the claim asserted in the cases that the BEST CASE SELECTOR has chosen. It supports
the claim by presenting and explaining points based on those cases. The EXPLANATION module

.
plays Devil's Advocate, too. It presents the responses to the party's best cases and cites the
opponent's best cases. The module also explains why not to cite a particular case by demonstrating
what the opponent's strong response would be.

6.7 The HYPO-GENERATOR Module

Basically the HYPO-GENERATOR starts with a given fact situation, or seed case, and gener- I
ates legally relevant or plausible derivative hypotheticals which are modifications of the seed case.
Since one cannot explore all the "legally" possible hypos (in the sense of syntactic legal move),
one needs to explore the space heuristically. The dimensions provide a handle on how to do this
exploration in a legally meaningful way.

The process occurs in two steps:

I. analyze the seed case;

2. generate legally relevant derivative hypotheticals.
"°d

Step one is accomplished by the CASE-ANALYSIS module and results in the case-analysis-
record described in Section 6 2.

Step two is accomplished by the IIYPO-GENERATOR which, given a specification from the
ARGUMENT, FACT-G AT IERIN( or EXPLANATION modules, uses the case-analysis-record,

%U
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and heuristics like the following to generate hypotheticals derived from the seed case:

H.1 Pick a near miss dimension and modify the facts to make it applicable.

H.2 Pick an applicable dimension and make the case weaker or stronger along that dimension.

. H.3 Pick a dimension related to one of the applicable dimensions and apply 1 or 2.

H.4 Pick an applicable dimension and make the case extreme with respect to that dimension.

H.5 Pick a seed case that is a win and, using I and 2, move it toward a target case to create a
near win.

With a specification provided by the EXPLANATION and FACT-GATHERING modules and
its own heuristics for building hypos, the HYPO-GENERATOR constructs a hypothetical that is
not only legally sensible but tailored to the needs of explaining a particular question or point. The
specifications include the seed and target cases and the dimensions along which the seed is to be
stronger or weaker.

The Telex-based hypothetical of Section 6.3.2 is an example of a near win hypo (H.5) in which
the seed case, Telex, is "moved" in the direction of the target case, Version 2 of the Sample Fact
Situation, using I1.1 and 1.2, with the result that an argument can be made that the hypo should
he decided for the plaintiff as in the Telex case.

The hypothetical variant of Version 3, described in Section 6.4, was generated using a specifi-
cation in which the FACT-(ATIIEIIING module tells the HIYPO-GENERATOR to build a hypo
based on Version 3 as seed to which the near-miss dimension secrets-voluntarily-disclosed applies
and to make the hypo as weak for the plaintiff along that dimension as the target case, Midland-
Ross' The IIYPO-G ENERATOR makes the near-miss dimension apply to the hypo (H.I) by adding
facts to the seed case corresponding to the dimension's missing prerequisite (i.e., 100 disclosures,
as inA Midland-Ross.) The hypo can be made stronger or weaker for the plaintiff (H.2) by modifying
the facts of the seed case corresponding to the focal slot of the dimension (e.g., increasing the
number of disclosees.) The dimension's focal-slot, range and direction-to-strengthen-plaintiff slots
contain the information necessary for making the hypo stronger or weaker along the dimension.

flYl'O's facility for generating hypotheticals allows the program to guide the user through the
space (of posqibly significant, facts and precedent cases and to explain their significance. For a more
coriiplet e des-rpt ion of the fllI'-( ; EN EAT( ) , see Bissland &, Ashley, 19861.

6.8 HYPO's Archittctiire

IIN 1)()'c control st ructurc is d("(51gned Io demonstrate the utility ,)f the case-based method for

asking psrtirient ,pies ions, nmaking mnd rrviniding I Ipoints, and generating meaningful hypothet-
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icals in explaining the queries and argument exchanges. Figure 5 shows an overview of HYPO's
architecture. The typical flow of control is as follows:

1. As the initial input, the user provides an incomplete fact situation and an instruction to
make a point on behalf of plaintiff. INTAKE and COMMAND modules, not described here,
provide a menu-driven facility for the user's specification of facts and commands.

2. The CASE-ANALYSIS module fills in the initial case-analysis-record including relevant cases
from the CKB.

3. The FACT-GATHERING module poses questions about possible additional facts that would
lead to other pro-plaintiff cases. It calls the EXPLANATION module to justify the ques-
tions with examples. EXPLANATION calls the HYPO-GENERATOR to make hypothetical
variants of the fact situation to use in the explanations. This process continues until the
near-miss dimensions have been exhausted.

4. The ARGUMENT module calls the BEST CASE SELECTOR to decide which case to cite,

generates the corresponding point and calls the EXPLANATION module to explain the point
by example.

5. The COMMAND module offers to respond to the point. To facilitate responding, the FACT-

GATHERING module, in Devil's Advocate mode, asks questions about distinguishing facts
that lead to pro-defendant cases.

6. The ARGUMENT module constructs a response. It instructs the HYPO-GENERATOR to
make hypothetical exceptions to the rule of the cited case. The EXPLANATION module
presents the response.

7. The COMMAND module offers to generate a counter-response or make another point.

In the course of the above flow of control, the program needs to make a number of decisions
-" including the following (Section numbers refer to discussions of the decision making methods.):

• Whether to ask a question to supplement the fact situation and which question to ask next.
(Section 6.4)

. Which is the best case a party can cite? (Section 6.5)

o Which point should the program respond to? (Section 6.5 describes methods that can be
used to select the weakest point.)

o When to use a hypothetical to irake a point and what kind of hypo. (Section 6.7)

U.
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Figure 5: Overview of HYPO's Architecture.
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7. Expected Results and Discussion

7.1 How the Research Should be Evaluated

The thesis research should be judged by the program's ability to make and respond to legal
points about a fact situation, to ask sensible questions about missing facts, and appropriately to use A
novel hypotheticals in the course of its interaction with the user. The program will be implemented
employing the trade secrets domain and parts of related legal domains like the laws of contracts and

copyright. The dimension-based approach of the program will be applied by hand to an unrelated
legal domain to establish its generality.

The program should not be regarded as a legal expert system; the program is not intended
to come to the same legal conclusions about a fact situation that an attorney would. Nor will it
manifest the same understanding of the implications of cases in the domain as that of an attorney.
It is hoped, instead, that the program's argument moves and questions will impress an attorney as
being reasonable and intelligent from a legal viewpoint. Where the program makes a point about
a fact situation that, although reasonable, is wrong from a lawyer's viewpoint, it is hoped that
the program can exploit the weakness when asked to respond to the point. The program will be

* a success if, like an attorney, it always makes the most effective response available to it under the
-' circumstances.

In order to provide an objective standard with which to compare HYPO's performance, a
number of experiments will be undertaken:

* A fact situation and summaries of cases available to HYPO will be provided to lawyers or

law students who will be asked to make or respond to points on behalf of the parties in the
fact situation. The same fact situation will be submitted to HYPO. The points and responses
will be compared. See JYu, et al., 1984].

* A real case will be selected. All of the cases cited in the real case will be entered into the
CKB. The fact situation of the real case will be submitted to HYPO. The argument points
and responses generated by HYI'O will be compared to those of the opinion in the real case.

e A fact situation will be submitted to HYPO and queries based on the fact situation will be
submitted to a computerized legal search program like LEXIS. The cases deemed relevant by
HYPO will be compared to those returned by the database query

7.2 Assumptions and Simplifications

Although case-based reasoning is a very important tool in legal argument and one that is
applicable in many legal domains, the proposed thesis research does not deal with all kinds of
legal reasoning. Many legal issues turn on the logical interpretation of the language of a statute

.4,
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or contractual provision. Sometimes courts have already interpreted that or similar language in
V ,the context of a real case; then the case-based methods of this research would apply. Frequently,

however, there are no cases to guide the attorney who must then rely on other kinds of reasoning
to justify his interpretation.

. This research assumes that the roles of legal rules and predicates are mainly to assist in finding
• - relevant cases and in formalizing an explanation of a decision that has been made by case-based

reasoning. As discussed in Section 8., other researchers put far more emphasis on using legal rules
and predicates to reason about and analyze a fact situation. By contrast, the thrust of the thesis

research is to show how much legal reasoning can be accomplished in a computationally inexpensive
way by appropriately exploiting a database of case examples.

Given the above assumption, however, the HYPO program still does not adequately model
the explanation and case-finding roles played by predicates and rules. To expand the explanation

-.facility, it would be necessary for the program to express the significance of dimensions in more

( abstract terms. As previously discussed, a dimension's significance is that the facts it represents
are a plausible reason for deciding a claim. The program needs to re-express that reason in more

abstract terms, perhaps by relating it to rule-like definitions of the elements of a claim. This
will provide yet another interpretation of a case to which the dimension applies, one that is not

authoritative but which can be used as an explanation of why the case was decided as it was. In

keeping with the spirit of the HYPO approach, we would also want the program to debunk such
an explanation by finding alternatives and counter-examples.

Interestingly, that same abstraction of a dimension's significance may assist the program to find
relevant cases and to build hypos whose facts, though not so obviously similar to the fact situation
or to the seed case, raise a similar abstract issue. In effect, the computational definition of relevance

in HYPO will be expanded to include not only cases to which a common dimension applies, but
those to which the abstract expression of a dimension's significance applies.

Although while developing the feasibility of case-based reasoning techniques, it has been con-

venient to maintain a small number of dimensions and cases, the need to scale up the size of
the Case Knowledge Base raises issues about automating the process of acquiring new cases and
dimensions and about the eflieciency of the CASE-ANALYSIS, BEST CASE SELECTION and

FACT-GATHERING modules that have not been addressed here. "he HYPO program currently
has a dozen cases and eight implemented dimensions. We have identified some thirty relevant

dimensions in the trade secrets domain, each involving two or more cases.
As part of the (~OINSEI,)R project, a nat ,ral language generation and understanding system,

a' .the HYPO system has been designed to r<jtivate the system to generate natural language queries,
explanations by example and argument exchanges and to understand the fact patterns, questions
and other inputs of the user. lYI'() helps to decide what is relevant to express or hear in a

particular context but does not itself express or iinderstand natural language outputs or inputs.

Nor does IIYPO deal with natural language texts of cases. As indicated previously, HYPO's cases
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are represented with frames that have been filled by a human who has read and interpreted the

written opinion of a case.

8. Related Work

8.1 Al Models of Legal Reasoning

Previous models of legal reasoning have recognized the desirability of designing a program to
reason with cases to deal with the "open-textured" meanings of legal predicates and to argue both
sides of a legal issue, but no one has built a working program that does both or one that employs

hypotheticals in the argument.

Gardner has developed a rule-based system which identifies legal issues in the analysis of a ia-'
school examination fact pattern involving the contracts law of offer and acceptance. The program
has three heuristics for distinguishing "hard" and "easy" legal issues including one that involves S

trying to match a fact situation to positive and negative examples of a legal predicate. If there is
no match or both match, then whether the predicate applies is treated as a hard question. The
examples are abstracted from real cases, are indexed by the legal predicates of which they are
positive or negative examples, and consist of simple patterns including only the facts relevant to
satisfying a particular predicate. Gardner refers to, but has not implemented, a final stage of
reasoning which would produce arguments on both sides of hard questions; if implemented, this
stage would make use of the full representation of real cases, rather than the abstracted examples

[Gardner, 19841.

In Taxman II, McCarty presents a knowledge representation scheme for representinr legal con- -'-

cepts involved in determining whether a particular kind of corporate distribution is taxable. A
concept is represented by a three part data structure: a logical template that specifies the nec-
essary but not sufficient conditions for the concept to apply, a set of exemplars or cases, real or
hypothetical, where the concept does or does not apply, and a set of transformations that specify

how one gets from one exemplar to another. The transformations specify what features of two
situations can be compared (e.g., the before and after ratios of stock owned by distributees.) The
papers also present a theory of legal argument in which the participants adopt moves- A proponent
asserts that his client should win because his fact situation is an (:ianiple of a particular concept.
He attempts to map the facts of his situation into an example where a similarly-situated party won.
His opponent poses a counter example that also fits the concept but where the opposite result is
called for IMcCarty & Sridharan, 1982j. i4

Although the Taxman II project presents a knowledge representation scheme for case-based
legal argument, it does not appear that the program generates a legal argument or that more than

'"Mc( arty is also working oi t theory of perumissions and Al,lif'ati,,ns t,, rcl..4seunt the legal effects of actions

JMc('arty, 19851. The relatin of this, wrk t. the T:axuian II rect is nt. clear.
.4'
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one case has been represented in detail using the scheme. McCarty does not specify what task the
program accomplishes or what, control structure is employed !McCarty & Sridahran, 1981; 1982).

Waterman has developed a rule based expert. system to model how lawyers estimate the value of
products liability and negligence cases. It is intended to be part of a larger system to model tactical
decision making in negotiating a settlement. The research does not deal with legal argument.
Waterman estimates that it would take thousands of rules to model estimating the value of auto
accident cases raising products liability issues. Although the authors recognize the problem of
using rules to represent the meanings of ill-defined predicates like "unreasonably dangerous" or the
"foreseeability of injury", they suggest using ever more refined rules to show how the terms were
applied in particular contexts. The authors suggest, but have not implemented, comparing the facts
of the hypo to prior cases in which the term was applied and providing some numerical measure of fit.
In eliciting rules from experts and to debug those rules, the authors used hypotheticals suggesting
that hypos are the interesting information that the system should keep around. Keeping the cases
around might help the system to deal with the fact that arguably applicable legal rules may be
inconsistent and to explain by example why a conclusion was not reached [Waterman & Peterson,
1981]. 1

In an early work, Meldman developed a rule-based system to analyze fact situations involving
intentional tort claims like assault and battery. The program had general rules defining the elements

* of the claims and more specific rules abstracted from the facts and holdings of real cases involving
the claims. In effect, the latter rules were generalized examples of when the individual elements
of a claim were or were not satisfied. The actual facts of the cases were not used in the reasoning
process. The goal of the program was to analyze a fact situation by mapping its facts to the more
generalized fact situations stated in the rules. The subgoal of mapping the inputted facts to the
elements of the claim is accomplished by matching the facts to those of the more specific, generalized
examples. A match entails finding common facts or common ancestors in a generalization hierarchy.
Unlike the HYPO research, Meldman does not attempt to model arguing the analysis both ways
or distinguishing cases, and treats each case as having a unique holding [Meldman, 1977].

8.2 Argimiieiitation

The ability to generate hypotheticals anrd( explain with examples could be a boon to discourse
niodelling The .1ustices use hypotthetical examp les )robably because the hypos are compact, un-
ambiguous mechanisms for making abstract points wit hot dealing wit h abstract language. I sing a
hypothetical, the justices can maititain control of thc argunient s st e,,,aticall l)robe the meanings
of new concepts as concretely applied, and flexibly adapt to responss it tout becoming embroiled
in dispites about abstract. definit ions of legal co((epts. The t)oSsitllitv of riranipIrlating fact situi-

"'" ations to illustrate abstract concept, witt ut having to contro l Iunrccuig al,,it abstract terms

it Ith r )pr,,p r ltMt-3 4 ril I:ts,' exper-r O q ilT t I le T l i I I i,. i ii \1i I, .I. S "s, Ser , t,
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could make generating sophisticated discourse about cases a lot easier.

'S. The ARGUMENT, BEST CASE SELECTION and EXPLANATION modules described above
. provide a capability for case-based inferencing with which it will be possible to implement a working

discourse program that can discuss legal cases. As components of a Higher Level Argument Module %

these modules provide the program a way to choose which cases to cite in support, which to cite
against the opponent, which cases it can distinguish and how to distinguish them. The Higher
Level Argument Module will need a way of knowing how much support it can muster for the
various claims and defenses it can assert, a control mechanism to plan the program's construction
of an argument and counter-arguments and a way to model topic transitions in an argument.
Research on discourse, argument and rhetoric reported in [Flowers, et al., 1982; Birnbaum et al.,
1980; McGuire, et al., 1981; Birnbaum, 1982; Cohen, R., 1983; McDonald & Pustejovsky, 1985;
Perelman, 1982; and Reichman-Adar, 1981; 1984] is relevant in this connection.

The Higher Level Argument Module will also need tactical knowledge to carry out such argument
strategies identified by Rissland as distinguishing or attacking a rule with counter-examples such
as: how to "bolster" a case, when to avoid raising an issue so as to "minimize its exposure", how
to "moot" an opponent's point, how to "focus" or "shift" the focus of an argument, 1

6 and how
to obfuscate an issue by throwing out red herrings, which order to make one's points in, when an
issue should be conceded, when one should raise a weakness in one's case oneself rather than wait
for the opponent to do so, etc. [Rissland, 19851.

We also want the Higher Level Argument Module to employ other high level argument strategies
as "slippery slope" sequences [Rissland, 1984a] to attack rules. This particular strategy involves
attacking a proposed rule by creating a sequence of hypos such that it leads to a case where the
rule implies an unjust result. One then either argues that the current case is like the "reductio" V,
hypo of the sequence or that the rule is unsound. 4:

8.3 Memory Organization and Case-Based Reasoning

Recent research on memory organization bears on how HYPO's dimension-based indexing
scheme can be supplemented automatically to introduce new dimensions and new relations be-
tween dimensions.

Kolodner has developed a question-answering system called CYRUS with a database that reor-
ganizes its indexing scheme and representations of events as new information is added ]Kolodner,
1983a; 1983b]. The system indexes events according to the aspects of an event that differ from
the norms of the conceptual category of the event - whether they violate expectations, are more
specific, more general, or incorporate additional features. When CYRUS encounters a new event -

that is similar to an event already in the database, it generalizes them by creating an E-mop with

"'Note that responding to a case by providing an alternative explanation or by posing a counter-example shifts the
focus of an argunent away from the details of the fact situation to a discussion of the cited case or rule.
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their similarities as the E-mop's norms and with each event indexed under the E-mop accord-
ing to its peculiarities. Statistical methods are used for making and testing the usefulness of the
generalizations employed as indexes.

Building on this memory representation scheme, Simpson and Kolodner have developed a case-
based reasoning program that solves problems in the domain of mediating disputes [Kolodner,
Simpson & Sycara-Cyranski, 19851. The MEDIATOR program has a knowledge base of case events
dealing with physical, economic, and political disputes and representations for common mediation
failures, tactical plans for solving disputes, and ways to correct failed plans. Cases are indexed
by their features, including the disputants, their goals, disputed objects, and any features which
caused failures in mediating the dispute. For example, an attempt to mediate a physical dispute
between two sisters over an orange by dividing it equally, which failed because one sister wanted
the rind and another wanted the fruit, could be recalled by any physical dispute where the tactic of
"divide equally" failed or where the object of dispute is something edible. The orange dispute was
solved by dividing the object into different parts, skin and fruit. When recalled in connection with 1P

a physical dispute where "divide equally" fails, the orange dispute leads the program to try the
alternative solution plan. In MEDIATOR, as distinguished from HIYPO, the evaluation function

".1 for sele, ,.ng a best case from many that are retrieved by the reminding process takes into account
only the closeness of fit to selected features of the current case. A priority is associated a priori
with the different feature types so that the retrieved cases can be ranked.

8.4 Explanation

Clancey has raised a nimber of issues about explanation in expert systems and tutoring that
bear on this research. For Clancey, explanation is a matter of relating features of a fact situation
to a niodel of the domain. According to (lancey,

Jp'rinciples of a causal doimaini model are good for summarizing arguments, and
good to fall back on when you've lost grasp on the problem, but they don't drive the
process of medical reasoning !Clance., 1983, 1). 2331

If rules defining the elements of legal claims are seeni as a domain model, the statement is
entirely translatable to the legal domain. Such rules, do not drive legal reasoning, as Gardner,

, Meldman, and perhaps Waterman would have it, the rules help to organize and explain points in
an argument as well as to limid relevant cases.

Clancey's principle mechanisnis for explanation are to cite a niore abstract rule that relates the
.- rule being explained to) the moncepts of a causal model of the donlain or to a strategic model of the

task of diagnosis [Clancey, 1983, p. 2.181. But be has missed the utility of citing a well-engineered
hypothetical or real example to illustrate and explain a poir,t. lie recognizes that diagnostic rules

.. are arguments that a pro((,s has occiurred in a particular way [Clancey, 1983, p. 2301. But he does
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not mention that a diagnosis can be argued both ways and that good tutors invite their students

to do just that.1 7

8.5 Reasoning with Examples

Rissland has emphasized the importance of hypotheticals in the development and "debugging" ?4

of arguments in law [Rissland, 1983; 19851, mathematics and computer science [Rissland, Valcarce
& Ashley, 1984; Rissland, 1984b] and of the dialectic in which generating rules drives the search
for examples and examples provide feedback for the revision of rules [Rissland, 1984b]. This re-
search builds on her experience with example generation and example-based reasoning [Rissland &
Soloway, 1980; Rissland, 1981; Wall & Rissland, 19821.

8.6 Analogical Reasoning

In the HYPO program, although the task of matching fact situations to cases involves judging
the similarity of features, what counts as similar is determined dynamically by the use to be made
of the cases in an argument. Matching in HYPO is accomplished in three stages by the CASE-
ANALYSIS, FACT-GATHERING and BEST CASE SELECTION modules. In CASE-ANALYSIS
and FACT-GATHERING, the definition of the dimensions insures that the program tries to match
only features relevant to deciding a claim. The goals of building a case or playing Devil's Advocate .

focusses FACT-GATHERING on those relevant cases most useful for supporting or attacking a
claim about the fact situation. In BEST CASE SELECTION, the utility of a case for making
a point to which there is no strong response further refines the determination of similarity. The
comparison of the strengths of responses is the symbolic measure of how close a functional analogy
there is between a case and a fact situation.

In HYPO, whether a case matches a fact situation depends on its utility and that depends
dynamically on the context in and purpose for which the case is to be used as well as the state of
the cases in the CKB indexed by the applicable and near-miss dimensions. Research on analogical
reasoning illustrates some of these distinctions. See [Ashley, 19851.

Winston developed a program that reasons about legal fact hypotheticals like simple assault
cases. The program uses a matching process to decide if a base situation is analogous to a target
situation. The program attempts to place the parts of the target situation into correspondence

' 7 Cohen has criticized the fact th:,t rule-based expert systems rely on numerical probabilities or "certainty factors"
to deal with uncertainty, for example, in medical diagnoses. He has attempted to provide a program with symbolic, an
opposed to procedural or numerical, means for managing uncertainty, in part so that a program can better explain its
reasons for making certain decisions. IIYPO's BEST CASE SELECTION and EXPLANATION modules, with their
emphasis on selecting the best case Iy arguing both sides of a point, can be viewed as providing another, case-based
approach to reasoning about and explaining a decision for which both sides have support. The criteria for comparing
responses to points play the role of endorsements in Cohen's research [Cohen, P., 19841.

7.•
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with the base situation by matching up the objects, their classes and properties and by matching
up the acts and relations that link objects. Points are scored for successful matches. The match
with the highest total points is deemed to indicate an analogous base situation. [Winston, 1980,
pp. 693-697]. In order to reduce the number of possible matches that need to be considered, some
relations, those that involve causation and temporal relations, are considered to be more important.
For the purpose of matching, other relations among the objects are ignored IWinston, 1980, pp.
695-696].

e. Burstein's work suggests a way to improve on matching. Burstein's CARL employs abstract
..

- structures to selectively and incrementally map features between the target and base domains.
The mapping is performed whenever the structure appears to allow the program to make useful
inferences. Only the information that will be useful for making the inference is mapped. By
contrast, matching tries to link up information in the base and target domains whether there is
reason to believe the linkages will generate useful inferences or not [Burstein, 1983].

' Both Winston and Burstein have demonstrated how analogies provide roles for facts to play in
an interpretation of a case. By identifying the base situation as analogous to the target situation,
even though one may not fully understand the meanings of facts in the target situation, one may

.-still know the roles that corresponding facts played in an interpretation of the base situation and
be able to hypothesize that the target's facts play the same role.

Carbonell's programs illustrate the need to find ways of recognizing analogies that overcome
* the problem that situations are represented in different ways or at different levels of abstraction

• [Carbonell, 1983].

-- Kedar-Cabelli has emphasized how the purpose for which an analogy is to be made can be used
to select among possible analogies. She suggests, for example, that the purpose of a statute can be
used to select the kind of analogy to draw to show that the statute has or has not been violated

* . [Kedar-Cabelli, 1984]. Unfortunately the purposes of statutes are notoriously difficult to ascertain.
As this proposal makes clear, however, the context of a legal argument does provide a purpose that
can be used to guide selection of analogous cases or hypotheticals, namely the purpose to support

or attack a party's claim.

8.7 Learning

The HYPO research bears on a number of issues in machine learning.

-'.. In its generation and use of conflict examples, HYPO can be compared to Lenat's discovery
learning approach in AM. HYPO generates some of the conflict examples hypothetically and uses

- :them to uncover the limits of the significance and range of a dimension. Conflict examples show
where the interpretation of a case according to one dimension conflicts with interpretations ac-
cording to other applicable dimensions. In AM, special examples like the empty set, zero, one and
boundary examples of a concept are used to determine the relations between discovered concepts,

• e.',
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whether one is a specialization or generalization of the other, and to discover new concepts. Con-
cepts are adjudged to be interesting, in part, because of features of the concept's examples, how
many examples there are, how easy they are to generate, whether they are all examples of other 'a

concepts like perfect squares, etc. [Lenat, 1977]. In HYPO, the program discovers novel hypothet-
ical fact situations which it recognizes as interesting because of the utility of the hypothetical in
making a response to a point in a legal argument. Unlike AM, HYPO does have a performance
task that can be improved by the discovery of the new items, namely FACT-GATHERING. Unlike
AM, HYPO does not discover new concepts; HYPO does not, for example, learn new dimensions.

Learning new dimensions could mean any or all of the following:

1. Understanding natural language opinions of cases well enough to determine that a court
regarded a particular collection of facts as a reason for deciding the case in a particular way;

2. Generalizing from the non-natural language representations of cases in the database that
certain collections of facts lead to deciding a certain claim for plaintiff (or defendant). The
facts are assumed to be those for which primitives have been defined in the representation
scheme or which can be inferred from primitives.

3. Generalizing as in the previous item but where new terms are introduced into the represen-
tation scheme for representing new facts or collections of facts.

Machine learning research on inducing rules from instances bears on the latter two items. Since
cases represent noisy data for the existence of rules for how to decide claims and since rules can
be expected to need modification in the light of new cases, a version space approach like that of
Buchanan and Mitchell may be be appropriate [Buchanan & Mitchell, 1978; Mitchell, Utgoff & t

Banerji, 1983]. It should be noted that the version space approaches fashion rules consistent with
all the training instances. A dimension indexes examples that are both consistent and inconsistent
with its significance because, in the legal domain, as in most domains, there are multiple, sometimes
inconsistent, interpretations of a single event. This feature complicates the problem of appropriately
generalizing from negative instances.18 See also [Rissland, et al., 19861.

Research on the "New Term" problem by Utgoff and Rendell bears on the third sense of learning
a new dimension. Utgoff's method for learning new terms is not really inductive but deductive; it
involves propagating back constraints satisfied by some positive instance JUtgoff, 1983; Mitchell, et
al., 1985). To employ Utgoff's method, one would have to define explicitly the criteria for winning
a particular claim.

8HYPO needs to be concerned with local consistency among cases (e.g., it should not cite a case on behalf of a
party if the case can be construed as contradicting some other point of the party.) That is to say local consistency
with what has been said should be factored into the selection of the best case and the program should be prepared
in response to point out a local inconsistency. But the fact that a rule the program induces from a case and cites on
behalf of a party may be globally inconsistent. (i e., may be contradicted by some other case in the database) is the
stuff of which responses are made and why selecting the best case is important and hard.

4%
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Rendell's approach is inductive; the program employs utility for winning a game of checkers to
compare board positions abstractly and to select salient, generalizable features of board positions

'" that may be useful to include in an evaluation function Rendell, 19851. In the HYPO context,
utility of a set of features in making a point in an argument might serve the same function.

'"his raises the other learning issue implicit in ifYF'( learning the evaluation function for

sei, ing the best case by conparing the strengths of responses. The evaluation function is used to
search, using a minimax procednre, a gamie tree representing the points that a party could make

for the point, that it should make Note that the evaluation finction depends on the state of the
CKB in a particular area of the space of cases. A response to a particular case in a given fact
situation may be radically changed by tie addition of new cases to the CKB. A generalization
approach like that in !Samuel, 1963i niight, involve identifying features of fact situations and of
CKB configurations that are predictors of the strength of a point based on a case from within the
configuiration

9. (Conclusion

In this thesis proposal, we have described a computational mechanism for case-based reasoning
in which data trigger reasons, reasons trigger cases, cases trigger hypotheses, and hypotheses trigger

and are resolved by argumients. The data are a fact situation, the reasons are dimensions, the cases
are indexed by dimensions, the livt)hloses are statements that a claim applies to the fact situation
or that a party in the fact situation should win or lose on a particular claim, and the arguments
are the points and responses considered in selecting the parties' best cases.

Our case-based model of legal reasoning recognizes that cases are not "pure" examples of a

successful or unsuccessful claini In most legal cases, some facts favor the winner of the claim and

qorne favor the loser. When a court decides a case in favor of one party, it implicitly or explicitly

assigns a relative importance to the conflicting feattures of the case. The case can be used in
*o... siubsequent arguments in support o)f assigning the same relative importance to similar features A

- case, however, rarely stands for a iin iqule assignment o)f relatrive importances to features; it is subject

to a number of interpretattons in light Of all of its feat ures This is why a single dimension indexes

cases that are hot consistent and inuconsustnt wit h its slgtuificance. %%h examples of conflict among

I iniensions are important, ai(d why deciding, what claini sutccesfully applies in favor of a party in a

fact sit nat ion is not simply a iiat t er ()f det erfniwig %hliit eletnents of a claim are satisfied, but of

" , -1 comparing the strengths oif responses to lo),iius iihivI' iI, favor and ag;illst the party's posit ion The

strength of the argunient in f;twr oif a parti, 's claiui ,lo s wit depend (iit he nianling of a claiii's
elements, biut oi which facts are shared anting t ie cii rrerti fac t sit tioa ion, t ie cited case and other

*, .; cases, includin g contrary ,,ones, in that rc gi (if the (C'a- Kon,,wlelti, IBase

We have illistrated with examples of iral argiiictlits 'core thle Slipremie (uirt how case ex-

-t'7 arnples and hypotheticals arc pririary t.( >Ils f r mkirg argiiurents 411di have demonstrated how a

::: ..- %
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program can generate hypotheticals and cite relevant examples to make or respond to points about
the legal analysis of the fact situation.

We have contrasted our model of legal reasoning with that of other Al researchers and shown
how this research draws on and contributes to recent work in argumentation, case-based reasoning,
dynamic memory organization, explanation and analogical reasoning.
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